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About This Game
Breath Of Warfare - classic turn-based strategy with elements of RPG executed in a pleasant Low Poly graphics.
An exciting step-by-step strategy, with classic gameplay, is performed in the best traditions of the genre. The gameplay is
inspired by a series of X-COM games.
The game provides the ability to customize the unit for any style of passage. The outcome of the battle depends on the strategy
you devised and the tactics of combat. In the game there are more than 9 classes of characters, and it is planned to add new
ones. The game has a map editor that allows you to create your battlefield and play it with friends or against AI.

Features:
- Powerful custom map editor
- Multiplayer game mode for 2 people
- Single player game mode
- Flexible and customizable team editor
- Different character classes
- Many weapons and armor
- Different characters skills
- Ability to play with friends on the created maps
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Title: Breath of Warfare
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mortis Games
Publisher:
Rock Path Collective
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2017
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English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Ukrainian
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breath of warfare. breath of warfare steam
kind of clunky interface, but only played for a short while. Didn't find anything special.. kind of clunky interface, but only
played for a short while. Didn't find anything special.. Can't recommend it in it's current state.. Went through the tutorial...
played about 3 minutes. NOPE.
Dun dun dun dun dun dun dun... du du du ... (that's the soundtrack)
Sorry. I know the game is in EA, but... I don't think there's much they could add to make this game good.. Went through the
tutorial... played about 3 minutes. NOPE.
Dun dun dun dun dun dun dun... du du du ... (that's the soundtrack)
Sorry. I know the game is in EA, but... I don't think there's much they could add to make this game good.. Can't recommend it
in it's current state.
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